
 
 
From Scott Aitchison 
 
1. What does your vision look like for a sustainable future of the Town? 
A sustainable future for Huntsville requires us to better manage our physical assets, our fiscal realities, our 
economic possibilities and our impact on the planet. 
I believe that we need to adopt, and adhere to, a capital maintenance and replacement program for all the 
physical assets of the town including roads, bridges, buildings and vehicles.  Within the existing resources of 
the town we need to direct more capital spending on roads and we need to be looking for new and innovative 
ways of raising more capital dollars.  I will encourage Council to commit any new assessment growth to our 
capital program and I will continue to look for ways to reduce our consumption of energy and reduce our 
energy costs.  I will also continue to look for ways for the municipality to reduce our carbon footprint by 
making investments in our town that either pay us a dividend – like the solar panels on 6 of our municipal 
buildings, and or reduce our operating expenses. 
 

2. What do you feel are the most pressing concerns in the Huntsville Watershed 
today? 
The Muskoka Watershed Council through their extensive research has told us that our water is healthy and 
that the biggest threat to the health of our lakes and rivers is what is happening on the land.  We need to 
support and expand the efforts of the Watershed Council, Lake Associations and community groups to educate 
our community about responsible land use practices.  In concert with education, we also need to undertake a 
thorough review of the Town of Huntsville Official Plan to ensure that our land use policies are actually 
protecting the watershed.   
 

3. How should the Sustainability Committee prioritize the many components of the 
Unity Plan for Huntsville?   Would additional citizens of the Town be engaged? 
As Chair of the Sustainability Committee, I am proud of the work we have accomplished so far and yet there is 
much, much more to be done.  On a corporate level, we are working to engrain a culture of sustainability 
throughout the municipal organization – we have more work to do on this.  We are also working to lead the 
community by example by reducing our waste and making investments in sustainable technology – we have 
more work to do on this. 
Not all of the Unity Plan has been implemented.  The next term of Council must review the plan, update it and 
expand upon the reach of the plan by incorporating the goals and objectives of it into all municipal plans and 
policies. 
I intend to be an inclusive, collaborative and cooperative Mayor.  I want to see more community involvement 
in not just the review and update of the Unity Plan, but in other committees of Council and programs the 
municipality offers.  
 

4. What do you think should be the relationship between the Lake Vernon 
Association and the Town of Huntsville? 
As Mayor I would encourage more collaboration with all Lake Associations.  I think that we have worked well in 
the past to include Lake Plans as part of municipal planning policy and we can do more of that.  I want more 
engagement of citizens at Town Hall and I will encourage that relationship to grow with the Lake Vernon 
Association. 
 

5. How committed are you to night sky conservation in Huntsville? 



Would you support a stronger, more detailed by law than what exists now? (e.g.the 
recent Lake of Bays bylaw.) 
We have made the initial steps to require dark sky lighting in all developments and now we need to take the 
next steps.  The town is currently undertaking an inventory of all municipal street lights as a first step to 
converting all of them to energy efficient LED lights which consume two thirds less energy than our current 
lights and which can be directed at the area to be lit thereby reducing light pollution. 
We need to improve our dark sky lighting bylaw and enforcement of that bylaw.  We should ban back lit 
commercial signage and we should develop a program to assist residents to change existing fixtures to dark sky 
friendly fixtures.  
 

6. What commitment will you make to better manage development on the lakes?  
(By-laws application with robust enforcement re shorelines, tree removal & septic systems) 
I believe that this can be achieved by a thorough review and update of the Official Plan and Zoning By-Law.  
That review should be a broad based, community engaging review with input from all lake associations, 
community groups, citizens and other levels of government. 
We should expand our shoreline inventory program, increase spending on education programs and I will 
encourage Council to implement a septic re-inspection program. 
 

7. What do you believe are the responsibilities of the Town as regards funding capital 
needs of Huntsville District Memorial Hospital? 
The Town of Huntsville through taxation has no responsibility regarding capital funding at Huntsville District 
Memorial Hospital, but as a community it is imperative to the existence of our town to support the hospital.  
Without a viable hospital in our community, Huntsville would suffer immensely. 
I believe that it is the obligation of the Mayor and Council to work closely and collaboratively with the Board of 
the hospital foundation and the board of Muskoka Algonquin Healthcare to ensure that the Huntsville site is 
not just always open, but thriving.  That may include special levies to assist with capital needs, lobbying the 
LHIN and the province and rallying the community to the cause of supporting the hospital. 
 
 


